
As Far As It Goes

Intro

(Eb) Lately I've (Bb/D) found myself (Ab) fallin'
(Bbsus) Deeper in (Bb) love with (Eb) you
I'm not the (Bb/D) kind of guy
Who gets (Ab) swept away
So (Bbsus) here's what I'm (Bb) gonna (Cm) do
I'm gonna (Cm/Bb) give you this heart of (Ab) mine
But that's where I (Eb/G) draw the (Fm) line

(Eb) I'm only (Gm) gonna give you (Ab) everything (Bb)
(Eb) Take it a (Gm) mile beyond the (Ab) end of the (Bb) road
(Eb) I'm gonna (Gm) love you (Ab) one day past forever (Eb/G) (Fm)
But that's as (Bb) far as it (Eb) goes

(Eb) I know it (Bb/D) may not sound like (Ab) much
But (Bbsus) baby, make (Bb) no mis(Eb)take
I'm gonna (Bb/D) treat you with more (Ab) tenderness
Than (Bbsus) any one (Bb) woman can (Cm) take
I'm gonna (Cm/Bb) make all your dreams come (Ab) true
But after that (Eb/G) baby, I'm (Fm) through

(Eb) I'm only (Gm) gonna give you (Ab) everything (Bb)
(Eb) Take it a (Gm) mile beyond the (Ab) end of the (Bb) road
(Eb) I'm gonna (Gm) love you (Ab) one day past forever (Eb/G) (Fm)
But that's as (Bb) far as it (Eb) goes

(Cm) You've got your (Bb) limits
I've got (Ab) mine
(Fm) I'm only gonna go the distance
(C#) Time after (Bbsus) time (Bb)

(Eb) I'm only (Gm) gonna give you (Ab) everything (Bb)
(Eb) Take it a (Gm) mile beyond the (Ab) end of the (Bb) road
(Eb) I'm gonna (Gm) love you (Ab) one day past forever (Eb/G) (Fm)
But that's as (Bb) far as it (Eb) goes
But that's as (Bb) far as it (Eb) goes

---------same song, done with capo on first fret--------------

CHORDS:

D      xx0232
A      x02220
A/C#   x4222x
Asus   x02230
G      320003
G/F#   2x0003
F#m    244222
Bm     x24432
Bm/A   x04432
Em     022000

Intro

(D) Lately I've (A/C#) found myself (G) fallin'
(Asus) Deeper in (A) love with (D) you
I'm not the (A/C#) kind of guy
Who gets (G) swept away
So (Asus) here's what I'm (A) gonna (Bm) do
I'm gonna (Bm/A) give you this heart of (G) mine
But that's where I (G/F#) draw the (Em) line
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(D) I'm only (F#m) gonna give you (G) everything (A)
(D) Take it a (F#m) mile beyond the (G) end of the (A) road
(D) I'm gonna (F#m) love you (G) one day past forever (D/F#) (Em)
But that's as (A) far as it (D) goes

(D) I know it (A/C#) may not sound like (G) much
But (Asus) baby, make (A) no mis(D)take
I'm gonna (A/C#) treat you with more (G) tenderness
Than (Asus) any one (A) woman can (Bm) take
I'm gonna (Bm/A) make all your dreams come (G) true
But after that (G/F#) baby, I'm (Em) through

(D) I'm only (F#m) gonna give you (G) everything (A)
(D) Take it a (F#m) mile beyond the (G) end of the (A) road
(D) I'm gonna (F#m) love you (G) one day past forever (D/F#) (Em)
But that's as (A) far as it (D) goes

(Bm) You've got your (A) limits
I've got (G) mine
(Em) I'm only gonna go the distance
(C) Time after (Asus) time (A)

(D) I'm only (F#m) gonna give you (G) everything (A)
(D) Take it a (F#m) mile beyond the (G) end of the (A) road
(D) I'm gonna (F#m) love you (G) one day past forever (D/F#) (Em)
But that's as (A) far as it (D) goes
(D/F#) (Em) But that's as (A) far as it (D) goes
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